
 

 

 

 
PRESCHOOL 

NOVEMBER ACTIVITIES 
DIWALI CELEBRATION 

Children of Preschool and celebrated Diwali (offline & online) from 25th to 29th 

October 2021 with great zeal. Children made beautiful rangolies, decorated diya’s 

and enjoyed dandiya party.  Teachers discussed about the festival during virtual 

circle time through PPT, the importance of festival and various activities carried out 

on this day were highlighted by the teachers. 

 



 

 

 

 
 

PRESCHOOL 

Let’s explore hands on as we grow 

 The children of preschool participated in the activity “let’s explore hands on as 

we grow” and presented a science experiment in the online session on 17th 

November,2021. They were very curious and developed a way of thinking and 

exploring while performing fun-filled experiments. The children talked about their 

experiment, material used and also what they observed while performing the 

experiment which encouraged them to enhance their knowledge.. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

PRESCHOOL 

GURUPURAB CELEBRATION 
 

To keep up the festive spirit alive, children of Preschool celebrated 

Gurupurab during their virtual class on 18.11.2021. All the children were 

guided to cover their head during the celebration. To create a serene 

environment at the start of the celebration, an audio of Waheguru Simran 

was played and the facilitators briefed their class students about Guru Nanak 

Dev Ji along with his teachings of sharing, truthful living and selfless service. 

By showing them the related PPT, the facilitators discussed about the holy 

book of Sikhs Guru Granth Sahib ji, the processions called Prabhat Pheris, 

Nagar Kirtan and about the Community lunch. A video of Mool Mantra - Ik 

Onkar was played and the children were motivated to chant the same along 

with their facilitators. To conclude the celebration, the children were asked to 

distribute Kadha Prasad among their family members and take their 

blessings. They enjoyed eating Kadha Prasad along with their family 

members and wished everyone by saying "Gurupurab Di Lakh Lakh 

Wadhaiyan". 
 

 

  

 

 



 

 

 

PRESCHOOL 

Kids in the Kitchen 

Creativity along with fun results in learning amongst the children.  Kids in the 

Kitchen Activity was planned during online class on 23rd November’21, Tuesday. 

The children were encouraged to prepare an age-appropriate dish. At the time of 

the presentation each child spoke lines about the dish prepared including  

1. Name of the dish that they have prepared. 

2. Name of the ingredients used for preparing the dish. 

3. Their health benefits. 

It was advised to the parents to get the dish prepared under adult supervision 

only. The children were delighted preparing the dish and serving the same to their 

family members.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


